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Choosing Your Style Rifle

Choosing a style of rifle that best suits your needs can be easy or nerve racking! The first thing is to remain focused
on what you truly will be doing with your rifle and not what you hope to be doing 10 years down the road. I've found
that this little bit of advice helps people to make a more sound decision that they won't regret 6 months down the
road when they're deer hunting in a swamp with a 15 lb. 1000 yard fly killer!

Please remember that Patriot Arms is a true custom rifle building company. What this means to you is that we
would be honored to build you whatever kind of rifle that you desire as long as it's feasible. Whether you're setting
your sights on a distant piece of paper or dreaming of stalking into position on a cape buffalo…..have a large
budget…or smaller budget…..Patriot Arms can help you to reach your overall goal of a higher performing firearm!

The light weight rifle is our most popular choice for hunters
who typically don't shoot over 300 yards and want a handier
rifle for climbing into tree stands etc. These rifles have a #3
taper barrel and typically weigh 7-8 lbs. This is our #1
selling rifle for south eastern hunters.

The medium weight rifles are fitted with a #4 to #6 taper
barrel and are typically chosen for their added weight which
reduces recoil and stabilizes the rifle when shooting at
extended ranges. If you need a 500 yard plus hunting rifle
then this weight of rifle is for you. These rifles typically
weigh 8.5- 10 lbs.

Heavy weight rifles are the popular choice of varmint
hunters because of their massive weight. This added weight
comes from their #7- 1.250 straight taper barrels. All of this
added weight causes these rifles to sit on your rest like a
steel anvil. This obviously will aid considerably to the rifles
stability for shooting at extreme ranges while also slowing
down the barrel heating process when you get surrounded
by a pack of angry prairie dogs. This rifle's weight is in
excess of 10 lbs.



Hunting

Genesis Hunter
The Genesis Hunter was designed to help get the budget minded hunter into a high precision rifle with out having to
sell his bass boat in order to afford it. Based off of a Remington 700 or model 7 this gun is reliable and accurate day
in and day out and can be built in any caliber that the action will allow.

?  Trued action and bolt
?  Match grade barrel
?  Fiberglass stock (customers choice)
?  Bedding job
?  Metal finish
?  Reworked trigger
?  Precision ground recoil lug
?  Dual Dove tail rings and bases
?  Recessed target crown
?  Customer supplied action

$2100 -  All prices subject to change without notice

Revelation Hunter
The Revelation Hunter was designed for the devoted hunter who wants the best of the best! These rifles are on the
high end of what a practical rifle should be. While there is always room to upgrade any fine rifle with a beautiful
piece of walnut, these rifles are designed to be workhorses for customers who take their hunting to another level.
Any caliber that will function properly in action may be chosen.

?  Trued action and bolt
?  Match grade barrel
?  Recessed target crown
?  Free floating full length bedding w/ stainless or titanium pillars
?  Fiberglass stock of your choice
?  Precision ground recoil lug
?  Jewel trigger
?  Hard chrome parts
?  Two different metal coatings for a rust proof finish
?  Base and rings of your choice
?  Hand fit bases and rings
?  8-40 oversized screw holes
?  Sako claw style extractor
?  Dakota steel trigger guard
?  Customer supplied action

$3450 -  All prices subject to change without notice

Coming Soon - Dangerous game rifles



Tactical Rifles
GTR
Modeled after the M40A-1 the Genesis Tactical Rifle is designed to provide it's user with a high precision rifle
without the high price associated with some of the other rifles on the market today. The machining on this rifle is
held to the same tolerances as its big brother the R.T.R. and carries the same 5 shot .5 MOA guarantee with
factory ammo.

?  Trued action and bolt
?  Match grade barrel
?  McMillan HTG stock
?  Free floating full length bedding
?  Metal finish
?  Reworked trigger
?  Oversized precision ground recoil lug
?  Dual Dove tail rings and base
?  Recessed target crown
?  Customer supplied action
?  Calibers:
?  .223 Rem
?  .308 Win
?  .300 Win Mag
?  Other calibers available upon request

$2100 -  All prices subject to change without notice

RTR
The Revelation Tactical Rifle is made for high speed professionals who depend on their equipment on a daily basis
for their survival and the survival of others! Quality components, precision machining & attention to detail, are the
three things that make this series of rifle a standard for which others are measured.

?  Trued action and bolt
?  Match grade barrel
?  Recessed target crown
?  Free floating full length bedding with stainless pillars
?  McMillan fiberglass stock
?  Stainless stud pillars
?  Two chemically different layers of corrosion resistance
?  Oversized precision ground recoil lug
?  Reworked trigger
?  Hard chrome parts
?  Badger rings, base, trigger guard, & bolt knob
?  Hand fit base
?  Claw style extractor
?  Customer supplied action
?  Calibers:
?  .223 Rem
?  .308 Win
?  .300 Win Mag
?  Other calibers available upon request

$3795 -  All prices subject to change without notice



Silencer Info - The addition of a silencer to a tactical rifle will be priced upon request because of the price
variation with different manufacturers.

Services

Here are our most popular services. If you need custom work done, please contact us.

?  High Precision Rebarreling - $650
?  Bedding Job - $200
?  Bedding plus Stainless Steel Pillars - $275
?  Bedding plus Titanium Pillars - $275
?  Stainless Stud Pillars - $150
?  Trigger Job on Factory Trigger - $75
?  Weather Proof Metal Finish - $225
?  Two Tone Weather Proof Finish - $275
?  Military Spec Parkerizing - $150
?  Parkerizing Undercoat / Weather Proof Overcoat - $300
?  Paint plus Parkerize - $275
?  Hard Chrome Shotgun or Lever Action Parts - $175
?  Bases & Rings Precision to fit Receiver - $150
?  Badger Bolt Knob Installed - $90
?  Sako Extractor Installation - $160
?  Jewell Trigger Installed & Adjusted - $235
?  Rem 700 - Hard Chrome Parts - $75
?  Thread Barrel for Muzzle Break or Suppressor - $150

All prices subject to change without notice


